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Several
added to
university^
leadership
BY ADAM BAKER
Editor

Eastern's leadership team has
been altered by several retirements, resignations and liirt-s
— the latest 'it which is the
retirement of James Keith, director of information technology
and delivery services.
A campus wide e-mail from
the President's office announced
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Want to learn more about the new
video game Madden 2005? I>et our
guest video game columnist tell you
what he thinks before you invest the
cash. Everything you need to know
is in this week's Studio Reviews.
THE STUDIO / B6
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ROTC
program
changes
command

KICK^FF

BY ERIC BARRIER
Newswrer

The university said
goodbye to
it-, former
ROTC commander and
w e I c ii III e d
its new one
last
week
during
a

luesday Keith would retire at
the end of next month.
Keith has served :i:i years al
Eastern. An interim director will
be appointed soon, according to
the e-mail. Keilh will continue
to serve Eastern on a part-time
basis during tlie transition.
Other changes include the
appointment of two new vice

change-ofC iimmand
ceremonv

presidents during the summer.
The shake-up means all four
vice presidents, each hired in
the last W months, are fairly new
to campus. Vice President of
Student Affairs James Conneely.
hired in February of last year, is
now the senior vice president.
James Chapman, former provost al the University of Alaska
Anchorage, replaced l vie Cook
as provost and vice president of
academics affairs.
Cook was named to the position in July of last year alter
a national search. University
President Joanne Glasser
announced in May. via e-mail,
that Cook stepped down from

his administrative position to
leach in the math department.
Cook could not be reached

before press time.
Chapman, thy fourth proMist under Glasser, will serve
Eastern on an interim basis lor
three years.
One of his main goals,
Chapman said, is to net people
focused on the idea they make
a contribution to "the creation of

knowledge."
"Sometimes we ... think more
about our college or our area
ami forget thai what we're trying
to do is increase knowledge in

general."
Before coming to Eastern.
Chapman also spent 2<> years at
the University of Kentucky.
In June. Glasser announced,
via e-mail. Ken Johnston, vice
president of financial affairs, left
Eastern to pursue other opportunities.
Former university President
Hob Kusira appointed Johnston
nearly three years ago.
Johnson could not be reached
for comment.
Eastern's budget director
Debbie Newsom now serves as
interim vice presidenl. Newsom
has held the title of budget director since November.
Newsom said she wants to
focus on long-term financial
planning, the budgeting process
and better serving the university
community.
Newsom added she would like
to eventually remove her interim
title and become the permanent
leader of financial affairs.
"Having served in the role of
vice president at two other institutions. I've realized that sitting
in this chair that there are many
things about it that I've missed
doing," she said.

Freshman defensive end Chris Coy and freshman defensive
lineman George Anderson shake hands with Wayne Hunter II

during the first-ever Fan Day. held last Saturday Fans met the
team, were given tree posters and saw a free scrimmage.

First-ever Fan Day
brings out crowd
BXTBAC* HANEY
Managing edilc

Although the team hasn't
played its first game, fans
nf Eastern football were in
full support at Saturday's first I-an
Day.
The event gave students.
admipistrators and the
community a chance to meet the
players and talk with head coach
Danny Hope bii'ore an inlersquad
scrimmage in Roy Kidd Stadium.
"I think everyone coming out
is a big deal." Hope said. 'To see
the town out here is a big boost
to myself and the team."
According to Athletics Director
John Shafer, about 300 or 400 fans
were present Saturday.
"It was the first time we had
ever (held Ean Day), so we didn't
know what to expect." Shafer
said.
"It was great for our fans and
our football team ... it gave our
kids just as much pleasure as the
fans."
Steve tassel, of the defensive
end. said this year's football program seems to be the best of his
three years at Eastern.
"We've got a lot of people out
here supporting us, and that's
what I like to see," Cassel said.
He predicts the turnout of fans
at Pan Day to carry over into the

season.
"All season long, as long as we
are doing good, people will come
out to support us." Cassel said.
Hope also predicted big numbers in the stands. He anticipates
the Eastern vs. Western Kentucky
University home game on Sept. 18
will create the biggest fan turnout
Roy Kidd Stadium has ever seen.
"The football team is excited:
they've gol a great attitude," Hope
said.
Along with the team, football
enthusiast Vellisa Hensley. a
sophomore from Hazard, is also
excited about the season and
doesn't plan on missing a home
game.
Hensley said she really liked
having the opportunity to meet
the players during Fan Day and
thinks the event will keep growing with each year.
Die players "are all really nice
to you. It makes you want to come
back." Hensley said of Ean Day.
New to the university and a
new fan of Eastern football, James
Chapman, provost and vice president of academic affairs, joined
Hensley and others, to meet the
team before Saturday's scrimmage.
On top of the players' athletic
ability, Chapman said it was nice

Junior offensive lineman Kayland Denson autographs
a football for a fan at Saturday's Fan Day.

Games at home

See FANS, A5
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Lt. Cot. Holly.
new ROTC
commander

Out with the old
Lt. Col. Brett Morris, who
served at Eastern for five
years as battalion commander and a professor of military science, announced his
retirement Aug. 26 at Keen
Johnson Building.
"They call ii retirement:
it's more like retention pay."
Morris said.
Morris said had he not
retired, he would have been
assigned to a command
and general staff college in
Kansas.
Rather, he said he wanted
his last assignment to be in
Richmond.
Morris' service at Eastern
was extended two years
beyond the initially assigned
three, and he called this the
highlight of his career.
"The place kind of grows
on you." he said.
And Morris has given
back to the city he now calls
home.
Despite his retirement,
Morris will still help with the
university's veterans'memorial, set to open in November.
In his five years as
Eastern's ROTC commander, Morris has also commissioned 55 officers.
He said: "That's kind ol
our mission — to leave something better than you found
it. ... I hope I've done that."
Now, Morris plans to take
a couple of months off.
"It takes a while to figure
out what you want to be when
you grow up," Morris said.
He said he would spend
more time with his family
— his wife. Cynthia, and his
daughter. Haleigh — and
take care of a few household
chores he had put off.
After his break. Morris
said he would like to get into
marketing or public relations.
Morris received his bachelor's degree from Texas Tech
University in advertising and
marketing, and he said it was
always something he had
enjoyed.
"I guess I'll go back there
and see if there's any passlbn
left," he said.
Anything. Morris said, but
sitting behind a desk, so he
can be out meeting people.
In with the new
People are also a motivating force behind Lt. Col.
Chris Holly's career choice.
he said.
"It's all about people." said
See ROTC, A3

Eastern participates in town forum on building community communication
BY ADAM BAKFR

& BRITTNEY HAYNES

Atewswnfers

Nathan Gray/Progress
The Rev. Louis Coleman. from the Justice Resource Center in Louisville, speaks to
audience members and panelists about accusations .of police brutality in Richmond
"This shouldn't happen in any community." he said Tuesday at a forum at First Baptist
Church. Another forum is set for tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Betty Miller Center.

Eastern officials joined the Richmond
community Tuesday night in an effort
to open up communication between citizens and city administrators.
Although Tuesday's forum was open
to any concerns citizens had. discussions mainly focused on allegations of
racial profiling and excessive force by the
Richmond Police Department.
The allegations stem from a night in
May when seven blacks were arrested
near the corner of Orange Street and E
Street. No evidence of wrongdoing was
found by the police department's inter
nal investigation or by the Richmond
Human Rights Commission.
Natasha Miller was involved in the
incident that hx>k place May 3L
"If you'ii' Mack, while with black
friends or white and poor, you're not
treated right in this community." Miller
said at Tuesday's forum.
Aaron Thompson, associate vice
president ol enrollment management.

has been hired by the City of Richmond
to help bring about better community

relations.

Thompson was also the moderator at
Tuesday's forum.
There has been some disagreements
in the city with things like the police
department and some community members." Thompson told The Progress.
"Hie first place to start any snrl of building of relations is Start having open coin
munication (and) open dialogue to find
out what you agree and disagree on "
Thompson said the community
forums are part of that desire to build

better community relations.
Richmond Police Chief Robert
Stephens said Tuesday the police deiwrtment is making an attempt to hire more
minorities, send officers to training and
work on a strong policy and procedure
manual
"We are trying to change." Stephens
said. "We know we need lo get back in
the community"

Newly hired Eastern ProvoBtandVke

President of Academic Affairs James
Chapmen was also on the panel.
■The university is part of the fabric
of this community." Chapmen said. He
added Eastern is committed to diversity
and the community.
Thompson said it was important for
Eastern to be well represented in the discussions because the university is such a
large community member.
"Other than just being a representative of the community, people may want
to ask questions on how EKl' (plans) • ■ •
to enhance better community relations."
he said.
Two more similar forums are scheduled. The first is al (v:tt> p.m tonight at
Betty Miller Center and another al 630
p.m. Sept. 9 at Maytield Elementary.
"I hope that what most of the community will feel is thai the city is ready to
start an open communication process."
Thompson said.
Reach Adam & Hrittney at
prugresswfku ■ tin

w
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^News Briefs

Happenings

Compiled t'y ( ric Barrier

•TODAY
l he work of Arturo Alonzo Sandoval will be on display
al the Giles Gallery through Sept. 21. For more information, call 622-8135 for the gallery's hours.

•FRIDAY
1:30-3:30 p.m.
!)o Good, Feel Good Fndays at Kentucky River
f- oothills Head Start. For more information about volunleering your time, call 622-2052
4-8 p.m.
)0 Good, Feel Good Fridays at The Metro Group
• lomes. Inc For more information about volunteering
."in time call, 622-2052.

• MONDAY
here will be no classes Monday in observance of
abor Day University offices will also be closed.
6 p.m.
Women's Activist Group will meet in Case Annex
Room 162.

College of Education
names Polmanteer
new associate dean
Kathryn
Pollll.lllli I I

has been
named asso
ciate dean ol
the College
ol Education.
Polmanteer,
who was the
acting chair
of the department of spe- Polmanteer.
cial education' associate clean
since January of College ol
2003, joined Ffiucaiio'i
the eomnmni
cation disorders facuh) in liRW
after Bve years al Ihe Universitj
of Kansas.

Eastern group named
'most outstanding'
at conference

•TUESDAY
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Registration will begin for intramural singles tennis and
will continue through Sept 9.
5 p.m.
I he Student Government Association will hold its first
Senate meeting of the semester in Powell.
7 p.m.
r he volleyball team will take on Marshall University at
McBrayer Arena.

• WEDNESDAY
8 p.m.
Motivational speaker Carolyn Cornelison will present The Power of Positive Influence" at the Student
Services Building Auditorium.

Ihe university's chaplei ol
ITii Beta Lambda earned a mini
bcr of awards al the organi/a
lions national conference over
the summer in Denver.
The chapter earned "Most
Outstanding PBL Chapter" honors, given io the nation's top 1-'
chapters, and the Membership
Achievement Award for its ;KX>
percent membership increase
Two students also earned nation
al honors:
• TJ. Phillips, a finance major
from Covington, received the

Distinguished Business Leader
Scholarship and placed second
HI the competitive finance event
• Jacqueline Terrell, a niedi
nil practice management major
from lexington, placed eighth in
the competitive human resources management event.
I "hi Beta I jtnibda is a national
organization comprising more
than 250.000 students that
encourages the development oi
future business leaders.

I 'niversity offers free
classes to help
smokers kick habit
Student Health Services will
offer smoking cessation classes
each Wednesday in the Powell
Building this fall
Ihe classes bejjin at
noon . Wednesday in Powell
Conference Room I) and are
free to all students, faculty and
staff, For more information, call
Amanda Woods al 6224221.

Eastern-Western
game tickets available
at discounted prices
lickets for the EasternWestern football gaine are available al discounted prices until
Sept 10. Tickets are $6. but after
that date, single-game, generaladmission ticket costs will rise to
$11.
You can get tickets at the
IKl- Ticket Office. EKUSpOrtS.
com <or various locations
throughout Madison County.

For more information, call the
I-Kl' Ticket (tfficeat 622-2122or
1400-262-7493.

Public invited to
political lecture series
starting Sept 14
Eastern's Center for
Kentucky History & Politics
will begin iis 2004-2005 lecture
series al 7:30 p.m. Sept: 11 in
the Perkins Building. Robert M.
Ireland, a professor of history
at the University of Kentucky,
will present the lecture The
Problem of local. Private and
Special Legislation in 19th
Century Kentucky." All are wel
come to attend

ing Eastern's opera tkeatei 's
presentation ol 1 \miihl and
the Night Visitoi --." ,i one act
Christmas opern"t>) Menolli.
Ihe I exington < onimunity
(trcheslra will pi u\ iile miisi
cal acenmpniiinii ul

SGA now signing up
student organizations
for Fall Fest
Student organizations
may now sign up for a table
at the Student (iovernmenl
Association's I all Fest. The
annual festival will be held Sept
14. To sign up or for more hlfor
niaiion. call the s<. \ office al
622 1724.

Day before EasternBook discussion
Western game dubbed scheduled for Sept 13;
Wear Maroon Day
all invited to attend
The athletic marketing
office lias dubbed Sept. 17 Weal
Maroon Day in support of the
Easter-Western football game
the following day. The office is
encouraging all of Madison
County to wear Eastern's cok irs.

Opera theater
presents one-act
Christmas show
The Quest Community
Church of Lexington and the
First Presbyterian Church
of Richmond are sponsor-

As pail of IKl Reads and
Celebrate Appalachia Week, a
discussion of Silas House's book
"Clay's Quilt" will lake place
from 2-3:30 p.m. Sept 1" in the
llerndon liHinge ol the Powell
Building.
Although "Clay's Quill' was
the assigned reading for all first year students this summer, the
discussion is open to the entire
campus community. Ihe discussion will be led by a panel
of students from Ihe Honors
Program. Refreshments will be
provided.
For more information, call
First Year I Yogninis at h*22-16K2.

► Police Beat: Aug. 23-29
Compiled by Brittney Haynes

Submissions
To get your event added to our calendar, e-mail the time,
into, location of the event as well as a description to The
'■ 'rogress at progress@eku.edu.
■ Please type CALENDAR in the subject line of the e-mail.
■ You may also contact Newswriter Eric Barrier at 622'872.

'The following reports wen Lancaster, was arrested on a
filed with Eastern's Division of charge of alcohol intoxication.
Public Safety between Aug. 23
and Aug. 29
McKenzie
Willoughby,
ol Martin Hall, reported his
vehicle was broken into in the
Aug. 23
Lancaster lot.
Molly l.ynne Kibry. IJJ, ol
West Chester, Ohio, was Nathan
Bailey.
of
arrested on a charge of alcohol Commonwealth Hall, reported
intoxication.
what appeared to be the word
"trash" spray painted on the
Aug. 24
exterior stairwell wall.
Samuel C. Kindred. Is of

do you sea what's wrong
with this sentance.
If so, come be a copy editor
for The Progress. Call Adam
or Tracy at 622-1572.

It's Not too Late,
to Save Money!
Not a Meal Member...
• Meal Memberships come with Flex
Dollars
• Flex Dollars offer flexibility and 6%
savings on every purchase.
Sign Up for a Meal Membership
Residential or Commuter between
September 2 -16 & be entered to
WIN a FREE Digital Camera! The
Winner will be Announced
September 20!

Sign up online@ wwweKudinina enm or
stop by the Colonel 1 Card Office
& Save TODAY!
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CHANGES: Public Safety to be revamped
with appointment of new police chief
Prom The Front
Eastern's Division of Public
Safety is also under new leadership this year.
Mark
Welker,
from
Robert Morris University in
Pennsylvania, was hired to
replace Director of Public Safety
Tom Undquist, who retired at
the end of the spring semester
after:',' years at Eastern.
With the addition of Welker
also comes a restructuring of
public safety. Vice President of
Student Al lairs James Conneely
said the title of director of public
safety has been changed to chief
of police.
Since I jndquisl look the |x>si
tion 27 years ago, the job has
changed, Conneely said. He
added there is now going to be
more focus on the police working together with the university
community.
Welker said he has several
goals for public safety this year.
"The one thing that I want to
do is establish more of a community police philosophy," he
said.
"Basically what it boils down
to is developing a bitter working
relationship with the community.
We're going to try that through
providing loot patrols, bicycle

patrols (and) try to develop vari- they're both still supervised by
ous programs that are of interest Underwood.
to the campus community."
In addition to all her duties.
Welker added he plans to Underwood also serves as
increase the public safety staff assistant secretary to Eastern's
in the future.
Board of Regents.
"Within a few months. 1
With the many changes in
think people will notice a little Eastern's leadership team.
bit more visibility on the part of Newsom said she understood
the department," he said.
the shake-up could send out
The university also said mixed messages.
goodbye to Eastern veteran Skip
"1 know what it can appear
Daugherty during the summer. to look like, but that's really not
Daugherty, former director of what's going on here at all." she
alumni relations, has been a part said.
of Eastern for 34 years.
"The message I think it
Daugherty will continue should send ... is President
coordinating various university (iasser is very committed to the
special events and teaching part quality of this institution. When
time, according to a campus opportunities, for whatever reawide e-mail from the President's sons, have come up for new
office.
hires and replacements she has
Jackie Ballinger, director of taken very serious the role of
regional advancement since July filling those."
of last year, tcxik the title of
Chapman said his commitinterim director of alumni rela- ment to stick with the university
tions last month.
for three years and the quality of
Virginia Underwood has the new hires should show tinassumed the role of chief of staff university isn't unstable.
and executive director of policy,
"I think that the individuals
compliance and governance.
that we have in place are indiUnderwood formerly held viduals committed to EKU and
the title of director of the Equal to Kentucky, so I feel like we will
()p|x>rrunity office.
have some stability," he said.
Glasser "realigned" the
human resources office and
Reach Adam at
Equal Opportunity office so that
adam_baker38<&eku.edu

Matcie McDow- i
Exiting ROTC Commander Lt Col Brett Morns chats with University President Joanne Glasser at the
change-of-command ceremony held this past Friday in the Keen Johnson Ballroom

ROTC: Holly served nearly 20 years
From The Front
the incoming
mander.

ROTC

com

Holly said he has been
impressed with Eastern and
its students so far,
'"The focus on students
is the way to go." he said
about the university's motto,
"Students Conn- first."
Holly has Mi a lew goals
for the KOIl under his coin
maud.
Among them, he would

like to improve the Eastern
program's national ranking
— which is in the top onethird. In- said.
"We have the quality of
students here to be ranked
higher. I think.'' he said
Holly first got involved
with ROTC at Old Dominion

University

more than

20

years ago.
Although he admits he

n

My CheckCard is totally

convenient . I don't even worry
about carrying cash anymore."

r"~

Free Student Checking
• No minimum balance
• Unlimited transactions
• No CheckCard transaction fees
• Convenient access to National City ATMs and branches
whether you're at home, school, or on the road
• Free Online Banking - check balances daily, transfer funds
between accounts and view online statements and check images
• Free Online Bill Payment

Open any Free Student Checking account
and get a free backpack

National City.
Stop by any National City bank branch, visit NationalCity.com or call 800-347-5626.
RICHMOND DOWNTOWN
275 East Mam Street
859-623-8700

RICHMOND BYPASS
520 Eastern Bypass
859-624-7431

RICHMOND KROGER (RICHMOND)
890 Eastern Bypass
859-624-7432

Some promotional offers may not apply. Accounts inactive for over 180 days convert to Regular Checking with applicable fees assessed
Online Bill Payment requires Online Banking Gift offer applies only to new Free Student Checking accounts opened with money not on
deposit at National City limit one gift per household while supplies last National City reserves the nght to substitute an item of similar
value Member FDIC • C2004. National City Corporation*
cs isoil («>

joined for tin- money ap.3 bin I'itj
*
only planned to stick with it
I M-lt-in also iipui and to
for four years, Holly said In- be a good lii tin his daughter
got hooked on the program.
Iris, his Min'in I.IA <. hris and
"It it weren't for the. Army." his u it, . Pally, as the) an- all
Holly said. "I wouldn't hav<
now students here. "
ever gotten an undergrade
"I guess you could -.i> I
ate or graduate degree."
did my part in inerftising
Holly served as the depu- enrollment." Hvll) said.
ty operations officer and briHe added his daugli"
gade executive officer lor the ter Madison, no* ,1 junioi
lh
tn
4
Brigade 78 . Training at Madison' 1 enlral High
Support Division. which School! could attend the unihelps mobilize units, in Fort versal) as Well as his grandBragg, N.C.. before he was son. Sean.
selected to serve .it Eastern.
Now, Hull) feels he is
The ROH "s board of offi- read) in lead a program that
cers selected Holly mole .Morris said has commisthan a year and a hall ago t<> sioned more than 2, If HI
serve here based on a list of ii-is sin,, |93fi.
his top choices. Eastern, he
"R()K is all about leadsaid, was in the top three.
ership, and that's what I've
Holly said Eastern lit for been doing for the !,isi i*
him because he wanted to yi ins." Hoiij said,
serve at a smaller school,
and Richmond lit because it
lu ach Eric at
was a small town close to a
eric barrieriteku rdu

' ''
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Appalachia celebration

Coming in

September

What-Mankind Lett Behind Photography Exhibit
Library Cafe through out the semester

«

Heritage spotlighted
with month-long event
BY BRITTNEY HAYNES

fan!
I'lioiiiyiaphv quilts and a
bunk Kaslern will celebrate all
these and more in September-as
|).iri oi "Celebrate Appajachia"
month
I In- "i 11, hi,iic Appajachia"
program emerged front the
! M Reads b<M>k selection of
"C'la>"s Quiir b\ llif-ifi n uiinlii
.Hi- and facult) member, Silas
Housa
"Clay's IJurll" ■ was selected by the I'KI Reads lii-I
Yeai Ilook 11>i11111i11<-<■ for One
reason, ileeordint^ to" Kevin
Rahiui/adi'li. chafr id the KKl'
Reads KYW
"\\'i- knew students would
want to iTad it," Raluin/adi'li
said ' \nd we were right!"
I lie "Celebrate Appalachia'
program was pUi I one t her
because the KKl Reads KYBC
wanted io iln more with the
I list Year book then had been
done in ili<- past, Rahitluadeh
added.
Iliroufthoul the fall semester I i in Webb, a freelance
photographer and part-time
facullv mi'inber. will have his

-. •

lirsi exhibit. \\ hai Mankind
I <-ii Behind." displayed in the
I ibrary Cafe as pan oi tin- \vA>gram.
■ Webb's photographs depict
objects in Kaslern Kentucky
thai people siuipK left be'lfind.
He i-nju\s that the objects win
once part i>l someone's' livelihood, Webb said.
Objects that air pail <>l a
person's livelih I. today will
one dav be relics also. Webb
added.
Webb's favorite photograph
is DI j L'S\iarold jar ul Ionia
toes his grandmother <anni.il.
he sird .' •
"We ali have things we left
behind What you leave behind
• .depends

on

where

vim

are

What Mankind Lett BehmtfOperung Celebration
Sept. 9, 3:00-5:00 p.m .MHpry Cate
The Fraud ot Poverty in Appalachian Kenlucky Lecture
Sept 13, 4:30-530 p rJt.C«bbe Library. Room 1 08
Women of Appalachia Photography Exhibit
Crabbe Library Grand Reading Boom throughout Soptember
Women ol Appalachia Opening Exhibit
Sept. 13, 3:30 600 p.m.. Crabbe Library Grand Hoading Room
Ceiebaffp Appalachia Quit* Display
Sept."i»-I7. Crabbe Lferary Grand He.ulirigRoom
Nathan Gray/Progress
Tim Webb', lormer university photographer and part-time instructor, shows his. What Mankind Left Behind" exhibit displayed in the
Library cafe The exhibit will run through the fall semester.

i-ny" limits how people per
veivi Appalachia
_Weise became interested
in Appalachia after working in
hluyd County with the Christian
Appalachian I'roject. a social
-^ rvice agency,

from." said fnsi year initiatives
librarian. Linda Klein.
"I liked the place, and I liked
"You would never find 'his in
Massachusetts." Webb said ul illy people,' Weise said.
A displa) oi Quilts will also be
the objects in his photographs
The Iraud ul Poverty' in shown in the library as part of
Appalachian Kentucky" will be "C'cleJbrate Appalachia.'' Sharon
a program presented by Rob Kirbv. an avid (|iiilt collector,
Weise, an associate1 professor will present "Using Daddy's
Wuilts." ,, program about prein Kasfcin's depailiu III ill his
KervinK family history through
lory.
Weise will talk about public i|llil|s
Warren Brunrier will also
policy and how the word "po\

have a photography exhibit featuring women of Appalachia in
the library.
On Sept. 16. the "contemporary Appalachian" band, Zoe
Speaks will be playing, also.
"Celebrate
Appalachia"
is co-sponsored by EKU
Libraries, KKU's Office of FirstYear F'rograms. the Center
' for Appalachian Studies, the
Women's Studies Program and
the Madison County Extension
Service. All the events are free
and open to the public.
Reach Brittney at
brittney haynesl@eku.edu

*.gOad.i. •: ..ta Lecture
iept. 15, 3 ' i 4 X) p.m.. Crabbe Ub'iry Grand Reading Room
Zoe Speaks,
iet*. 16, 8:0

temporary Appalachian band
m. Student Services Bixlrtlng

Panel Diecussi >n of "Clays Quit"
Sept. 13. 2:00 3:30 p.m.. Hemdon Lounge and Kennamer Room

In the Powe* Buiding
■Silas Housed Place in Appalachian Literature'
Lectureby George Brosi
Sept. 14,3:30-4:30 p.m.. Kennamer Room m th e Powel Buiding

Reception at EKU Corbh Campus
8ept. 14.6:00 p.m

t

Stas Howe Convocation
Sept. 14, 7:00 p.m., EKU Corbri Campus

Full-campus Convocation
Sept. 16, 7.-00 p.m., Brock Auditorium
Eun Young You/Progress

Laundry prices rise in residence hall facilities
Students mad
about 25 cent
wash increase
BY MEGAN HANSEN
News editor

Photo illustration by Nathan Gray /Progress
Housing Director Kenna Middleton said laundry prices increased due to a rise in the cost of utilities.

f

r^ Standup

DOWNTOWN

10% off with Student I.D
i apply-, to regular menu)
Buy 1 Get 1 Free7
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To wash clothes at the
Pink Flamingo laundry and
Tanning Company on Bin Hill
Avenue, it will cost a student
$1.25 for a small size washer or
$3.50 for a triple load washer.
The price to dry a load of
laundry is also more expensive off campus. To dry clothes
at the Pink Flamingo it is 25
cents per 12-minute cycle.
When you dry clothes on
campus a student pays 75 cents
for an hour and when someone
dries clothes at an off campus facility you pay around 75
cents for the first half hour and
then have to pay for extra lime
for drying, Middleton said.
She added at this point the
university is not planning on
increasing the price to dry a
load of laundry.
To make the laundry
facilities on campus better,
Middleton recommends if a
Student discovers a machine
is malfunctioning to report it
to the front desk of their residence hall.
"Our service technicians
are very good about coming
out and fixing the machines."
Middleton said. "Lots of times
people go from one machine to
another with out reporting the
problem to their front desk. If
students report a problem, it
will (jet fixed and students will
notice an improvement in their
laundry facilities."
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Higher tuition and higher
residence hall fees were
not the only price increases
Eastern students have experienced this fall.
When students returned to
campus after summer vacation,
many noticed an increase in
the price of a load of laundry.
It now cost Si to wash a
load of laundry on campus,
an increase from 75 cents
from last spring, said Kenna
Middleton, director of housing.
"We have not had an increase
in laundry prices since Jetz
laundry was installed as our
vendor," Middleton said. "That
was at least seven years ago."
Middleton said the university looked at the increased cost
of utilities and cost of servicing the machines before they
decided to raise prices for the
washing machines.
"We thought this was a
timely time to do an increase
in prices." she said.
Sarah Talbott, a sophomore general dietetics major
from I.exington who lives in
McGregor" Hall, was upset
when she discovered1 the

increased prices in the laundry
room.
"I didn't know the university
had increased prices," Talbott
said. "I only brought 75 cents to
the laundry room and then the
washer ate two of my quarters
so I had to go back upstairs for
more money. I was not happy
at all."
Talbott said she has talked
about the price increase with
her friends and they are also
upset by the price increase.
"A lot of the people I've
talked to have said they are
just going to wait until they go
home to do laundry," she said.
They don't want to pay $1 to
wash a load of laundry and
another 75 cents to dry it."
Since Talbott is not far from
her Lexington home, she plans
on going home to do laundry
from now on.
"It will be cheaper for me to
drive to Lexington to do laundry than to do it on campus,"
she said. Middleton believes
campus laundry prices are still
a good deal.
"On campus laundry prices
are competitive to or lower than
off campus laundry facilities,"
Middleton said. "We know
that some of the off campus
laundry facilities offer special
rates sometimes like 50 cents
washes on Tuesdays from 9
a.m. until 11 a.m., but we still
think we are the better deal."
The price to do laundry off
campus can be more expensive
than doing luandry on campus.
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Players sign autographs lor MacKenzie. 6. on Saturday

FANS: Event, scnmmage
draws crowd of hundreds
From The Front
to sec such ;tn academically
diverse gipup of students
"We've met siime good students. They seem like really nice
young gentlemen." Chapman
said of the football players.
D>ng time fans and Kastern
graduates, Sam and Anna
Gordon have been season ticket
holders of Eastern football for
six or seven years.
To them, the, best pan of
watching Eastern play is seeing tbeir children. MacKenzie,
6, and Jonathan. 10 months,
enthusiastic about the games.
"It's pretty exciting watching

KL

them watch the players," Sam
said, adduij; Jonathan had just
learned to throw his hands up
in the air when Eastern scores
a touchdown.
Although MacKenzie and
Jonathan are too young to
be thinking of colleges, the
(iordon's said they would love
for their children to one day

get the "Eastern experience,"
but. for now. the two will continue to enjoy the games from
the stands with the rest of the
Kastern football fans.
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Talking Greek
Eighteen-year-old Ryan Reams from Ashland visits Sigma Nu's rush event Tuesday night. He talks with Adam Whittemore, 19,
o( Georgetown, while enjoying tree food and entertainment.

Reach Tracy at
tracy haneyfy" eku.edu

Democratic students attend One of new regent's goals is
national convention in Boston helping students find niche
BY TRACY HANEV

Managing editor

'Ricking the President is a
semester-long series focusing on
the presidential election and its
impact on Kastern.
To Chris Crowe, attending
the recent Democratic National
Convention in Boston "was a
political science major's dream."
Crowe, a senior from Monroe,
was one of two Kastern students
to attend the convention held
July 18-30.
Chris Coffman. a junior |x>lili
cal science major from Liberty,
joined Crowe. Their trips were
sponsored by the Washington
Center for Internships and
Academic Seminars.
"It was absolutely amazing."
Crowe said of die convention.
"On TV you don't get to see all
of the cheering and how the process is laid out."
Coffman admits his first reason for applying to attend the
national convention was the competition, but now thinks of his
time in Boston as "a great learn
ing experience."
"It's really empowering,"
Coffman said. "Just listening to
those people talk (showed) I'm
nol a lone voice in the dark."
After Eastern, Coffman hopes
to attend law school to become a

criminal prosecutor.
Currently, he is trying to raise
pubic awareness through the
PRIDE Alliance and is a member
of the Young Democrats on campus.
Both Coffman and Crow
encourage young people to take
more interest in politics.

"I think people who aren't
involved in politics are setting
themselves up for later in life."
Coffman said. "I think people
need to look at the issues and
think about them on their own
... that can often be a painstaking
process, but it has to Ix- done."
Crowe said, students don't
need to lake a class to learn
politics, following the candidates
and the issues are education
enough.
"We are the future." Crowe
said, "We need to learn about
issues and which candidate is
going to serve our issues."

Crowe spent last semester in
Washington D.C, working for
Congressman Donald I'aync.
While in Washington, Crowe got
the chance to work with M IV'-.
21) Million Loud, an effort to
raise the number of young voters.
During the convention he
helped with Ihe Revolutionary
Women program where he
met Hilary Clinton. Crowe also
helped with democratic presidential nominee John Kerry's

Grassroots Efforts.
"I think it's very important
we all get out and vole." Crowe
said, adding young people have
the potential ol holding 4(> millinn votes .this presidential election.
; ;
Both Crowe and Coffman
hope to attend the Democratic
National Convention again.
This year, they were selected
io attend by a panel ol Kastern
professors.
Two additional students,
Bryan BushneU. a junior political
science major from Hat Ian. and
Donna Hill, a senior elementary
education major In mi Richmond,
were selected to attend the
Republican National C (invention
through the Washington Center
held Aug. 22 through Sept. '.I
Reach Tracy at
tracy kaney5@ekn.edu

BY ERIC BABBIES
.'. 'iter

Two new Board of Regents
members look their positions
in May. one month after they
were named among (Jov. Ernie
Fletcher's first appointees to
each of the state's public postsecondary institutions.
last week, we introduced
new Regent Hunter Bates. This
week. The Progress was able
to speak with the second new
regent. I'heli Roberts.
Roberts' new position is a
Qrst for her, and she plans to use
this to her advantage. A pharmacy manager with the Kroger
Company, Roberts received her
bachelor's in pharmacy in 1997
and her doctorate in pharmacy
in 1998 from the University of
Kentucky.
That's so fresh in my mind,
being a student," Roberts said.
Thus, she said, she plans to be
an advocate for students.
At the Kroger Company,
Roberts said she also was a preceptor, working with the pharmacy's interns, and she wants
to use this experience in helping
students get their education.
In an earlier I'rogress issue,
Roberts said she supported the
"diversification of students and

curriculum,
especially in
the area of
law enforcement."
at
Eastern, but
she later said
the diversification should
apply across
all disciplines. Phell Roberts.
That is one of two
means stu- new Board of
dents need to Regents
broaden their
horizons, she
said.
"College is such a small scale
about what the world is about,"
Roberts said.
She said she wants to help
students find their niches
"I want to encourage students
to find specific areas of interest
... to help with the development
of special programs within a
major."
With the Board's first meeting slated for later this month.
Roberts said she hasn't set a
specific agenda for her six-year
term, but she said her current
goals are in line with President
Joanne Glasser's.
These, she said, include
increasing enrollment, getting more money for students,
improving the campus and fur-

thering the capital campaign,
the university's first major private fund-raising campaign.
Roberts' move into a publicservice position makes her the
second Fletcher appointee in
her household.
Her
husband.
Erwin
Roberts, is Kentucky's director
of Homeland Security.
"I will say that he gives me a
lot of insight." she said of Erwin

Roberts.
She said they both agree it is
necessary in their positions to
achieve a common good and to
gel people involved.
"We're both people that strive
for the right — if there is such a
thing."
Roberts lives in Dmisville.
She is currently a member
of the Kentucky Pharmacists
Association and is a former
vice president for the Christian
Pharmacist
Fellowship

Association.
In addition to her involvement in pharmacists' associations. Roberts said she is looking forward to working with the
university.
This opixirtunity to serve
is such a blessing for me." she
said.
Reach Erie at
eric barrierVleku.edu

Perspective
Adam Baker, editor
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► News Quiz

Administration

New Stwtefif Days

OK. boys and girls. It's time
to Jest your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern.
If you don't know the answers,
don't worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and
you can cheat.
Saturday,
firstay, the
ti
ever what
/hat occured
at Eastern:
%
a) Football Fan Day.
b) Rocket launch to the moon.
c) Student appreciation day.

1A

ORtW

%

What event did two
Eastern students
recently attend in
Boston?

a) The Boston Tea Party.
b) The Boston Marathon.
c) The Democratic National
Convention.

%

The price to wash a
load of clothes on
campus increased
to what?

a) An arm and a leg
b $1.
c)$5.

Jason Lee/Progress

Stable leadership important to Eastern
A recent administrative
shake-up has brought in a
new provost and vice president of academic affairs, vice
president of financial affairs,
police chief, director of alumni affairs, chief of staff, ROTC
commander and director of
information technology and
delivery services.
Change is a part of life; we
know. Such a large number of
change at one time, however.
sends a message of instability.
The new provost and vice
president of academic affairs,

for example, is No. 4 to serve
under the Glasser administration.
Dusty McCoy, president of
Eastern's Foundation Board,
told The Progress last week
university President Joanne
Glasser's raise was important
to show potential donors the
university has a "good, stable
leadership in place."
Proving to others Eastern
has a secure management
team will not be solved by
retaining just the president,
leading a university requires

teamwork by a group of leaders familiar with the institution.
The Foundation has said
stability is important to them
— now it's time to prove it.
Whether these changes will
be good or bad for the university, only time will tell.
But if these changes are as
positive as administrators say
they are, we should do everything we can to keep the new
team here. ■
A constantly shifting set
of leaders hurts us. With

each wave of newbies, the
group must take time to
become oriented with Eastern. With challenges such
as operating without a state
budget in front of us, we
simply don't have time for
key administrators to get
their feet on the ground.
We need strong leaders to
act in our best interests, as
new challenges to the university occur. Let's hope we can
keep the team we have now
and not watch another group
play catchup again.

► Campus Comments

Nathan Gray/Progress

What is this?
%
a) A horse at the Battle of
Richmond re-enactment.
b) A Kentucky Derby horse.
c) A horse taking President
Glasser to her next social
event.

Student government association meetings start next week. Accent editor Kasey Doyle asked students what student issue they wanted SGA to tackle this year.
KRYSTAL
WILLIAMS

JOSH CECIL

I believe parking is a
problem Everything
is always taken.
Berea. Ky
Major Ear* cNhthood education
Year Freshman

Parking because
there are all these
empty parking
spaces, and you
get a ticket if you
park in them even
though they are

Parking is pretty
bad. They need a
parking garage, not
DVD players on
treadmills.
Richmond. Ky

Maion
Undecided
Year Freshman

Richmond, Ky
Major:
Undecided
Year Sophomore

eniDtV.
F
'

I really don't know.
I don't think there
are any pressing
issues that student
government can fix.
Hometown:
LouisvWe,Ky
Major
Accounting
Year Senior
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My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on
campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000
words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office
at 117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. Usually the author's photograph is included with the
column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit columns and letters for length.
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Student ResNet caused more problems than it fixed Marriage equality a civil
rights issue, professor says
know how to acquire their II*
addresses it necessary, and
even updating Windows is ,i
trial for some students
The student could solve
some problems if ResNet
had a tutorial on their Web
site for the installation process. Even if they are unable
to get online via the network
they could possibly use a
dial-up connection thai may
already exist on their coin
puter.
Last semester, all we had
to do was plug in our cables
and go. Now ... we have
this.
Among other things, we
shouldn't be forced to replace our current anti-virus
software with the seriously
lacking security of Norton An
tiVirus. I have been paying a
decent yearly fee lor another
brand that I have trusted
with my computers security
for over four years now and
would not trade it for any other brand. Now, with the new

In reference to the new
requirements to get on the
campus network, I haw id
say thai wlial ResNet lias
done i-- quite ridiculous. An
attempt in make things better has done just the opposite.
In my first week back, I
have already helped several
Students connect their computers to the Internet to get
online and have others awaiting assistance. The entire
process is not difficult for
those who are familiar with
their systems, but it can be
frustrating for those who are
not. Many students do not

Smart Knforcer installed. I
was forced to delete my previous program for something I
never have liked and continue
to despise.
I know several people who
have had nothing but trouble
with Norton, and throughout
my years of computer work,
I have found it quite incompetent. I'pon installation of
the new Network software,
we should be allowed the

choice to keep our current
anti-virus software — especially if we have already paid
the yearly lee
It is understandable that
viruses can infect the network and thus all its users, but partially it is the
student's responsibility to
acquire the software necessary to prevent infection on
their PC's. We shouldn't be
forced to install so much
nonsense just to get online.
ResNet has also failed to
recognize how some of the
Windows XP updates can

► letters to the editor

cause problems in the users system by themselves
Those of us wlm are familiar
with our operating system's
should be allowed to choose,
which ones we want and
need on our own.
I have been fortunate
enough id have my Inter*
net connection up and running «ith few problems, bul
that has not been the case
for everyone. Considering
Wean at a historic en >ssn ads
the amount of changes that
have been made, there is in Kentucky. The people of this
an insufficient number ol commonwealth will be faced with
ResNet staff for the time be the choice of amending the state
ing. and it docs us no good constitution to define marriage as
to call them when they are only between one man and one
both busy and their mail- woman, thus not allowing gay
box is full. Hopefully, the men and lesbians the opportunity
remainder of the semes in marry
I would like to make four
ter will be enough time for
I*lints
about this debate. First I
this to gel straightened out
Let's hope that by spring the would propose that Uiis is a matter ol civil rights despite what
problem(s) will be solved.
many have said. Civil rights .up'I'liilomr/iti is a junior rights afforded to citizens by the
broadcasting and electronic government.
Our
lederal
constitution
media major i><>m Eubank.
makes it clear that fundamental
civil rights cannot and should not
lx- given to some groups of people but not others. Women were
given the right to vote because it
was a violation of this principle to
deny them that right. Blacks were
given the right to equal access to
experience.
busses and lunch counters and
Most people cannot compre- the ballot box because it was a
hend what it's like to be a handi- violation of this principle to deny
capped person in a world of func- them that right.
tional people. People who illegally
It's the same with marriage,
park in handicap Spaces show dis- denying a gay person the right
respect to the handicapped and can to legally marry is a violation of
cause a handk'apiied person more tin- principle of equality under
problems ilian they already have, the law. li's true that the plight of
lliisis why I am grateful lor the In- blacks has not been the same as
dividuals with disabilities office for for gays ami lesbians in this counproviding handicap-parking lags try although Matthew Shepard
and lor die Pubtic Safety irffkers and James Byrd Jr. were Ixith
who ticket iDegalh larked cars.
brutally tortured' and killed lx-cause ibey belonged iii certain
Jessica Power,
groups But the experience rtf
Student
blacks anil women were mil llle
same. <»r Japanese Americans,
► note front the editor or Hispanics. or Jews, but discrimination against these people
In last week's My Turn because of their membership in
column, titled "Student says some group is a civil rights issue.
il'od. i I unes makes Hie easi- Iliis is not about who has been
er," by i opj I ditoi Catherine treated worse. Marriage equalRichardson, she suggested ity ma) mil be a civil rights issue.
students download songs bul it certainly is a matter of civil
to their iPod using software rights.
programs such as Kazaa or
Second, like it or not, tor many
Llmewire.
people marriage is a combination
Although we know a lot of ol religion and government. But
people do it — including slu- this doesn't mean that allowing
denls on campus — we would two men or Iwo women to marry
like to remind readers of The will force any religion to sanctify
Progress thai pirating music or even recognize that marriage.
and other forms of media is Right now. religions have the abilnot only against university ity to place more restrictions on
policy bul breaks copyright marriage than does the law; Cathlaws.
olics cannot divorce or remarry,
Please familiarize yourself many orthodox religions only
with the rules al Kastern and allow marriages of two believers,
don't break the law,
But a judge without any religious
If you weigh your options
and still decide tin free tulles sanction can also marry a man
and a woman.
are just too irresistible, don't
Religions have the right to
say we didn't warn you.
place restrictions on marriage as
they see fit. but our constitution
Adam Baker,
does not allow us to do that where
Editor
the law is concerned. We need

Public Safety, disabilities offices make life easier for student
I would like to start by saying
thank you to |iublic sifety for writing tickets. And no. I'm not being
sarcastic. I've cdled Public Safety
on several occasions through my
years here ai Kastern to come
and ticket people illegally parked
in handicap sections throughout

am only 22 years old. Not all lyix-s
of arthritis are an "old people's
disease." I was born with a degenerative, painful and heredity
type of arthritis called psorialic
arthritis. This disease has slowly
spread to about 90 percent of the
joints in my body, including my
knees, hips, ankles, shoulders,
elbows, wrists, all of my lingers,
every joint in my spine and my
jaw. My toes are the only place I
do not have arthritis.
Unlike many other forms ol arthritis, mine is not affected by the
weather bul by pressure or being
active. I cannot run. swim, chew

campus.
Every time I've called. I\iblic Siilety has always responded
quickly. Most people probably dislike me for calling l\iblic Safety to
come ticket cars, bul I have a very
good reason for being upset by
people parking illegally in handicap sections. I have arthritis, and I

gum, stand, drive, wear high
heels, sit. type or even sleep for
extended amount of time without
causing pain to my joints. And the
pain doesn't stay in one joint It
moves through my bones to other
joints. The disease can also cause
my muscles and joints lo tense.
stiffen and swell. Hie pain from
these activities could last lor clays,
weeks or even months before they
stop. No amount of painkillers can
stop the pain, it's just something 1
have to live with. Handicap parking makes life a little bit easier for
me, especially on campus where
walking to class can be a painful

Theft of political bumper sticker upsets student
The recent theft of a "HushC'heney" bumper sticker and
a magnetic "W" from my vehicle in Brockton lot is despicable. This act exemplifies the
level to which supporters of
ihe Kerry-Edwards ticket are
willing to go in order to trash
President Bush and the freedom-loving Americans who
support him.
It would appear based on
this act that there are people

choosing to wage a battle of
pettiness leading up to the
election rather than standing
up lo light at tin' ballot box in
the spirit of democracy.
Most Importantly, this theft
also exudes a blatant disrespect and disregard for the
constitutional right to freedom
of speech. The only accomplishment-that has-come fr»m
this deplorable act of thievery
is lo strengthen my resolve in

ensuring that George W. Hush
and the Republican Party remain at the helm of government.
Furthermore, I call on the
president Of the College Democrats to condemn this act out
of dignity and respect for the
electoral process currently
underway.
Christopher Thomason.
Student

Student Problems shouldn't be blamed on ResNet staff
1 just read some of the articles
in this issue of The Progress and
I would just like to point out one
error. ResNet is not responsible,
for the probk-ms that are going on
with the computers on campus.
ResNet has only been responsible
for "cleaning up the mess," one
could say.
Further, making them the focal
I x lint for student frustration is only

making it more difficult for them
to get student's computers winking qukkly. It may surprise some
to know that one ResNet employee liad to call public safety when a
student refused to leave until his
computer was fixed.
I know that this is an issue with
a lot of news value, but die blame
does not need to be placed on
ResNet. These guys have stayed

Party Pack
3 Large 1 Topping

late, worked on weekends and
have even had help from student
employees from Other fT areas.
They have been working very
hard to make sure diat students do
"come first" and are not plagued
by the same debilitating viruses
that they were with last semester.
Reid Connelly,
Student

Family Health Care Clinic PSC

to customers, respond to inquiries, accurately
obtain and provide information, & initiate

Family Nurse Practitioner

Domino's
Pizza

$16.99

Richmond, KY 40475

(859) 626-9696
• Sports Physicals • Chronic Illness
• School Physicals
•Acute Illness • Women's Health

'Matthew Window is an associate professor of psychology.

Customer Interaction Specialists needed now
at ACS to provide courteous, efficient service

Kay C. Stephens, ARNP
Mosl Insurances Accepted
induing Trieste * MeAcaid

Lefs look at the positive aspects

of a strong conception of mar
riage: commitment love, stability
and health benefits. Marriage can
have all these effects, for sod
ety and the individuals involved,
even when the individuals are the
same gender The first gay couple
married in Sin Francisco had
been together for 51 sears. Ii you
watched the footage on television
of gay couples getting married in
San Francisco and Massachusetts
and Oregon, you saw people who
wanted to come together and
make a publk'commitment loan
other person These wen acts o|
love and devotion between people
who had been together, living as
a married couple would except
without the legal rights and responsibilities afforded lo straight
married couples
Surely as a society we want to
reward and encourage relationships ol this quality. If you consider yourself pro-famiry values, then
look at these couples and recognize that gay couples can have the
same worthy desires and aspira
ttrcrte as straight couples.
"Tn sum. I believe thai mar
riage equality is a civil rights issue, and a matter of values. As we
kx)k back with disdain and some
disbelief on laws that prohibited
women from voting, or blacks
from living in the same neighborhood with whites, or blacks and
whites from marrying each other.
I hope that we will some day kxik
back on this debate and wonder
how we could have considered
writing discrimination into our
constitution.

Find your fortune at our
FORTUNE 500 company!

NOW TAKING NEW PATIENTS

946 Commercial Dr, Suite #3

io recognize that legal marriage
and religious marriage is not the
same tiling although they often
occur together.
Third, some people make a
slippery slope argument. The)
say ii we allow two men or two
women to marry, then we will
have in allow a man to marry his
dog. his cousin or two i r three
people. I don't buy this argument
We have restrictions on marriage
that prohibit bestiality, incest and
polygamy. We don't allow a man
to marry his female dog. Allowing
marriage equality will only allow
a person to marry one (not more
than one) oilier person (not from
another species) ii> whom the)
are not closet) related, Marriage
equality is not a threat to these
existing restrictions. I also believe
that this argument is offensiv
to gay people by attempting lo
equate same sex relationships
with bestiality and incest, day
people have no mure interest in
these types ol relationships than
straight people do. Really.
Finally, some people claim that
allowing marriage equalit) would
weaken marriage as a cultural
institution. I will leave aside the
easy criticisms ,>i heterosexual
marriage (like the high divorci
rate and Brittany Spears or J. Lo.)

problem resolutions
Required
• Good verbal 8 written communication skills
• Type 25 words per minute
• One year work expenence & keyboard familiarity
• Ability to handle multiple tasks & solve problems
• High school diploma or equivalent
• Musi pass .assessments and pre-screening
• Excellent benefits and competitive pay

• Same Day Appointments
• Accepting all Ages • Walk-ins Welcome
• Dedicated to Quality Health Care

Come to ACS 2432 Fortune Dr. Ste. 180. Lexington. KY or

Go (0 the Mayor's Training Center 1055 Industry Rd • Lexington. KY
• Or call 859-389-4359

September 18th - 7:30pm

Students, faculty & Staff
SEE YOU AT THE GAME!

People Making
Technology Work'•
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Civil War enthusiasts from around the Ohio Valley region made their way
to Richmond this past weekend to reenact one of the largest Confederate victories of the war. This was the second battle for Nathan Napier, a senior history
major, who said the reenactments area way for people to see what it would
hare been like during the war. 'You are living a part of history," Napier said.
"A lot of people are interested in wars. I think that is a part of the fascination."
This was the third time Richmond has held the battle reenactment. Napier
predicts the event will keep growing with each year.

Confederate soldiers, above, made up of the 8th Kentucky and the 9th Virginia,
take aim at Union soldiers during the Battle of Richmond on Sunday
Union troops, right, return fire at a flanking Confederate brigade

Thi>tos by

Nathan Gray Progn

Confederate Ron
Nicholas, above,
from Corbin, shows
his son Scott Snider
how to use a gun.

-

A Union soldier,
left, rests on a tree
between battles
Sunday
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A Union soldier proudly rides with an American flag during battle
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Accent

Kasey Doyle, editor ■
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► Football frenzy
Want to know how the
Colonels will do this
season? Turn to Sports
for a preview of the team.
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Fears
Students cope with social phobias
Professor:
Phobias
different
from fears

ing to Don Heal, professor of psychology and coordinator of the clinical
training program, many students at
Eastern suffer from phobias.
Heal said phobias are different from
normal fears and anxieties.
"Anxiety and fear... involve a suggested sense of discomfort, a feeling
of tenseness," Heal said. "Lots of people have these kind of fears. The thing
that makes it a phobia is... a sense of
discomfort... but then it begins to interfere with their life."
Beal said people with phobias
greatly overestimate dangers and underestimate their ability to cope with

these dangers.
BY KASEY DOYLE
Accent editor

Ctiiilin Flood goes into hysterics
any time a person touches her neck.
"I have no idea why," Rood said.
"It's always freaked me out... as long
as I can remember."
Flood, a freshman elementary education major from Cincinnati, Ohio,
said she has a liar of being choked,
which is why she gets upset when
someone even tries to touch I'.er
neck.
"It scares me." Flood said. "It's just
weird. Nothing else scares me or bothers me like that."
Flood is not the only Eastern student to suffer from a phobia. Accord-

Heal said it is unknown why people
develop phobias, but there are several
factors that contribute to the development of phobias.
According to Beal. people who are
tense, nervous and hyper are more
likely to develop phobias than people
who are more laid back.
"Phobias (also) seem to run in lam
ilies." he said. 'That often implicates
maybe a genetic factor or a learned
behavior."
Mood said her mother is afraid to
be touched on the neck.
"My mom has the same thing too,"
Flood said. "1 guess I inherited it from
my mom."
Beal also said phobias may develop
if someone lias experienced a traumatic event.

Accent editor admits
own phobia of using
public bathrooms
BY KASEY DOYLE

Accent editor
I 'vi' always been
afraid of using public restrooms.
It's true. I'm terrified of public toilets.
I had never considered my fear a
phobia, until I began researching for
my article. That's Kasey Doyle
when I realized that
is the Accent
I have a phobia
I've had this fear editor at the
since
childhood, Progress
and I blame my parents.
I remember going on vacations
with them in the summertime, and
my dad would not let us sit on the
hotel room beds until my mom had
sprayed everything with I.ysol disinfectant spray. I remember being a
child and hearing my mom outside
the stall door in the McDonald's bathroom, reminding me not to sit on the
toilet seat.
'Fhen high school approached and
I had health class and sex education.
It was there I learned about all the

gross diseases that might be crawling
around public bathrooms. Needless
to say, I would not use the bathroom
at school. I would hold it until I got
home, even though my bladder felt
like it would erupt inside my body.
When it was time to come to Fast
em I panicked — community bathrooms! I know everyone is a little
nervous about using community
bathrooms, but I was terrified. 'I"his
is my fourth year living in the same
dorm and I still line the toilet seats
four times with toilet paper. You might
even see me walking down the hall
with a can of I.ysol in my hand.
Don't get me wrong. 'Hie custodians in McGregor Hall do an excellent
job cleaning our bathrooms. It is just
that every time I use a public bathroom, I see myself contracting some
incurable Mesh-eating disease, and
spending the rest of my days in a hospital bed while my skin deteriorates.
I know it sounds crazy, and it probably is, but things are getting better.
I actually used the bathroom at WalMart last week. I guess the point to
overcoming your fears and phobias is
to face them head on.
Until then, I'll just hold it.
Reach Kasey &
kasey. doyle 7@eku.edu

Phobias 101: Do you have one?
Androphobia:
Fear of men

Mechanophobia;
Fear of machines

Anuptaphobia:
Fear of remaining single

Necrophobia:
Fear of corpses

Cremophobia:
F'ear of being alone
Dromophobia:
Fear of crossing streets
Rntomophobia:
Fear of insects
Hapephobia:
Fear of being touched

Nyctophobia:
Fear of darkness
Phengophobia:
Fear of daylight
Hiaasophobia:
Fear of boredom
http://wwm a2zpsychology com

"We seem to develop phobias ol
certain things," Beal said "You lind
lots of people with fears of snakes and
spiders and large animals, and talking
in front of groups. Dial is a very common one."
Beal said there are three classes ol
phobias: specific, social and agoraphobia. Specific phobias include the fear
of spiders, snakes and open spans
Social phobias include the tear of being in public and the fear of talking
in front of large groups. Agoraphobia
is the fear of leaving home or a sale
place.
Beal also said another class of
phobias is the blood injection pho
bia. These people are terrified al the
sight of blood and injections. They
may avoid receiving shots and vaccinations.
According to Beal. certain phobias
can last a long time if they are not
treated. Psychologists use several methods to treat patients with phobias.
Beal said many
patients
are

pi escribed
anti-anxiety
medication
and antide pressa n ts .
He said
these
drugs

make the patient feel comfortable, but
they never get over their fear
Beal said the best method to treat
phobias is cognitive behavioral interventions, which work to help the person discover their irrational fears.
Beal said main Students at Eastern are social phobic. Social phobias
generally develop during adolescence
and. if not treated, they may last for
the rest ol a person's lite. He said
some students are uncomfortable talking in front of large groups and afraid
to eat alone; these are considered social phobias.
"As we go through life, a lot of people say "I don't like spiders, and I don't
like snakes.' but yet they go through
life It doesn'l really Interfere," Beal
said. "When it gets to the point where
they won'i
lake

their children on a picnic to I In park.
when- it is relatively safe, because
they might run into a snake, that's
when you gel thai interferes v "
Flood said she has had the neck
phobia since childhood.
"I don't even like to watch other
people touch - adl other's necks." she
said.
Flood admits that her friends tease
her about the phobia.
"\l> guy friends will pick on me
and try to touch my neck." shi said
"1 freak out.-*
Reach Kasey »
kasey doyle7Aeku.edu

Photo Illustration by
Nathan Gray/Progress
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Jessica Mullins. editor

Students 'speak out' against hate Chautauqua lectures
BY JESSICA MULUNS

In .1 world filled with .1 vari
:\ Hi iiiii'-. cultures and per'ii.ilnii-. n is obvious thai all
ulividlials .in- different. l>il
i s .in often viewed as
inn ihing i" l>e appreciated,
owever, man) are persecuted
MI discriminated againsl for
in iliiii rcnces from others
i (in1 gi nup "i Kastern slums - iaking a stand for
Iji i ii offended
i (hi ir p. i • Modi lit* S|H'akiiiK Out
gain*! Hat.. t> P.OI II is a
ned student organ iwhose goals are to "proI advocate" the
iblii
Wi
a-»Ml

•

• www.ioleri crime can be
linal act in

Inch a victim is si k'Ctcd bcitise i
■ rpetrator's bias
gainst ih.ii victim's unchangeSle characteristics
Ih. Web siti also states
lat. "ever) »ear. more than
ill a million college studetns
■ irgets id bias-driven slurs
. nl physical assaults" Mure
i. "ever) day. at least one
.ii. crime occurs on a college
nupus."
After reading about a hate
•inie that occurred on the
impus HI Kastern, fceshman
Julia. I Cantrell decided that
II re needed to be a voice
lot students who have been
ii tints and witnesses to such
inn-, especially those not
i-ported.
More so, he wanted to
aise awareness to all students
ibout the seriousness ol hale
es.
S ROUT plans to focus on
i. ir three goals ol protecting,
■ ilucating ami advocating hate
n campus and within Rich
nond. I'hev have nianv activi-

ties planned to achieve each
goal.
Within their goal <>f protection, their Justice Squad Student Investigation Team, will
"try their best when a hate
crime is reported to see what
they can do (to help)" according to Cantrell.
However, Maria Miranda.
assistant professor of social
work, says ilia; "what happens
specifically on college campuses is that hate crimes are usually mil reported."
According to the division
ol public safety's web site, no
hate crimes were reported for
the year ol 2002, which are the
most current statistics.
However. Miranda notes
that often hate crimes are reported as other incidents and
emphasizes the importance of
"reporting hate crimes as hale
crimes, not as other incidents.

Statistics
show that
every day. at
least one hate
crime occurs
on a college
campus.
These officers
of Students
Speaking Out
Against Hate,
also known as
SPOUT, plan
to protect,
educate and
advocate for
victims or
witnesses of
hate crimes
on the campus of Eastern
and in Madison County

on campus.
As far as the advocacy as
pect ol S.P.OUT, members will
be part ol the safe zone ser
vices program, which involve-.
notifying others in residence
halls thai they are a part of the
organization and that individuals can come talk to members
about potential hate crimes or
discrimination.
S.P.OUT will also help advocate lor hate crimes by supporting their philanthropy,
The Matthew Shepard loon
dation, based on a hate crime
which killed a college student
in Wyoming.
Although this is the first
year that S.P.0UT has been in
place at Eastern, it is already a
growing organization.
"When we lirst started, we
didn't have anybody." Cantrell
said.
However, there are now 41

Brooke Rasor/
Progress

are looking for more individuals to gel involved.
Miranda
thinks that
S.P.OUT is a great way to
reach out to the campus about
hate crime.
"As we grow as a university
and have more diverse students. 1 think we're going to
have more of a need for people
in become comfortable with
differences," Miranda said.
S.ROUT currently meets
al least once weekly and often
more times for certain events
and service projects. Their
meetings are open to all universiiy students, faculty, staff
and parents.
For more information on
how lo become involved in
S.P.OUT, contact the president
Michael Cantrell at 622-5209.
or email him at michael_
cantrell 1 "eku.edu.

so that they'll actually be statistics about that.
"In order to educate individuals about hate crimes and
how to report them. SPOIL
will implement several different programs, such as
book groups, movie groups,
diversity training sessions
and what Cantrell calls "hate
talks."
"Hate talks" will be conducted in local elementary
and middle schools, where
S.P.OUT members will invite
par.ents and their children to
come discuss the influences
and affects ol hate .
"We consider this very important, considerately because
hate is learned at a very young
age." Cantrell said.
S.P.OUT will also be working with the Of lice of Multicultural student affairs to do such
dialogues as the "hate talks."

members in S.P.OUT and they

Reach Jessica at
Jessica mullins55&eku. edu

return to campus
BjtjESSICAirlUUJNS
Around&About editor

\.xt week, the .">'" annual
Chautauqua lecture series will
begin on campus. According
to Bruce MacLaren, professor of history of science anil
coordinator for the series, (his

year, the lectures will cover
the issue of diversity in various aspects.
The diversity theme lor
this year's series was chosen
in the fall of 2003. MacLaren
consults with various individuals, including colleagues
and students, to try to find
an intriguing topic for each
series.
Typically, (the topic) lends
to be something that wouldn't
be covered in any given
course or wouldn't be an idea
that every student would be
exposed to." MacLaren said
"But, it's an idea that's important enough that it can generate a lot of different perspectives and a different sens.' lii
what the word means."
The Chautauqua series
features 14 lectures and one
art exhibit. The lectures will
"include a variety of speakers,
some whose lives tell us aboul
diversity and-some who are
going to do academic Studies that deal with diversity,"

MacLaren said.
All of the lectures will
begin at 7:;{() p.m. in the
O'Donnell Auditorium of the
Student Services Building and
are free and open to the public, except for the October 7
lecture, which will be from 14:,'!(l p.m. in the faculty dining
room of the Powell building.
The art exhibit will be open
for viewing during the spring

Chautauqua
Series
Fall 2004 Lectures
-When: Thursday, Sept. 9 at
7:30 p.m.
-Where: O'Donnell
Auditorium. Student
Services Building
-For more information, contact: Bruce MacLaren.
622-1503 or bruce.

semester in Ihe (Jilt's (iallcn
of the Campbell Building
MacLaren encouragi s Ihe
Kastern community In. "lake
time out ol our busier lives
and be entertained at Ihe one
hand and bV a student on ihe
other." by coining to the letlures
Tart of Ihe reason I waul
people to come lo lllis series
of lectures is lo create ihis
understanding of each irthei
and parl because we try lo
make the person what we
think they are than what I hey
actually are." Ma. Liren said
Ihe opening lecture will
be next Ihursday featuring
Patrice (iaines. an "award

winning journalist, aulhoi and
motivational speaker" who
overcame a life • •! hardship
and diversity, according lo Ihe
1 astern Web site.
For a complete schedule
ni v hautauqua lectures, visit
the Eastern Web site al www.
ekii.edu. or contacl Bruce
MacLaren al R22-I503
Ri (ii h II ssica nt
jestica >iiiillins.~'.ri" rl;n II/II

ML NOTTS ME
WEEKEND
Sept. 9-11

Friday - Sept. 10th
Free Midnight ,*$>
Breakfast JP
(Powell Cafeteria)
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Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United
States Air Force, it's unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country
You 11 have the opportunity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields
in a variety of nursing environments And you'll feel a greater sense «f shared—-

F«fiifliii to»K of liarei ■ndl

dwlwl;

wim.fir$tweekend.eku.fdu

responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually lead your team.
Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have7 Then call 1-800-423-USAF
AIRF0RCE.COM • 1- 800- <t23- USAF

Strphanir SOhell. editor
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Senior theater student looks to 'branch out'
BY STEPHANIE SCHEU

H'/ios I Dm?-editor
I In- stage was propped with
ciil> U piano and a heavy curtain
Tin' lighting was dim.
Clifford Theater was empty.
But. according to Heather
Adkins. she practically lives
heir.

Adkins. a theater major
from Pike County, has spent
a lot ill her college career inside the walls of the Campbell
lluilding.
According to Adkins. acting
may be the only reason she
hi-, a college career.
li look a long time to decide.'' Adkins said about her
in.-iinr choice. "It was either
<111it or stay and build a resume."
Adkins wasn't a stranger
to the stage as a freshman at
Kaslern.
I'.y the time she made it to
college, Adkins had experience from church and middle
school productions
She had also gone to state
and national levels as a competitor by the time she was 13
\ i -.us. old.
"I was so backwards and
shy," Adkins said of her early
acting years. "I kept to mysrll."
How can a "backwards and
sin" girl from Pike County
be cast for so many roles in
Kaslern productions and still
remain confident in front of a
crowd?
"(In acting), you can be who
you want. 1 latched on to that."
Adkins said.
This little secret may be
why she is one of few Eastern
theater students cast in 13 or
mine productions. It may not
be the most productions of
one student al Kaslern. but it
is close.

"We don't keep count." said
Jim Moreton, head of theater.
"Hut it's up there."
While Adkins' ninth semester is upon her. she is looking
forward to her 13th and possibly her last production at Eastern — not to mention graduation in December.
She said she feels she has
done her part at Eastern. She
has contributed to many productions at the college level
and is ready to "branch out."
Adkins said she wants to
work in Kentucky but is willing to go out of state for acting. She has already made a
mark out of Clifford Theater
by being recommended for a
fund-raising project called Act

Heather Adkins
"I've grown a lot.
I've come a lot
farther than I ever
thought."
a

Dramawtic facts:
•Adkins still gets
nervous before
performances.

Out
Adkins was recommended
by a member of Eastern's theater faculty for the play "Sorted Lives" that took place in
Lexington.
The play's plot and fundraiser was focused around gay
rights.
"1 felt good about it." Adkins
said of the Act Out project. "1
have friends who could relate
to the characters."
Looking back nine semesters ago. Adkins remembers
her tirst production as a college freshman, "My Son is
Crazy Hut Promising."
Adkins had invited her
mom, speech learn from high
school and her speech team
coach to her first production.
The role she performed for
the play required her to drop
her dress and be exposed in
skimpy undergarments.
She recalls hearing her
speech coach gasping in the
audience. Her mom congratulated her on the part.
"1 don't show my body
ever." Adkins said of her modesty. "Audience response is

Nathan Gray/Progress
Heather Adkins will play Hedda Gabler in the play "Hedda Gabler" by Henrik Ibsen beginning Sept 29
Adkins is one ot the tew theater students cast in 13 Eastern productions

good."
Comparing her high school
drama experience to college
drama was easy for Adkins.
"In high school. I was doing
it for myself, by myself." Adkins said. "There was really
no one there for support."
In college, Adkins said the
support is great. She commended the professionalism
of the productions at Eastern.
The way everything falls together in the end is rewarding
for her.
Adkins admits she really
enjoys playing supporting
roles. She says they are more
"out there" than other roles.
Her favorite role was Cath-

trine from the play "Proof." It
was her lirst deep role and she
described it as a "wonderful
show."
She slipped into the role of
Catherine with the help of
Moreton.
"(Moreton) taught me to
know that a character is there
for a reason. They aren't on
stage for nothing." Adkins
said of her challenging role.
"His opinions really mean a lot
to me."
Adkins has a production
coming up at the end of the
month.
"Hedda Gabler" by Henrik
Ibsen is a drama/comedy
that will push Adkins' comfort

zone.
"It will be the hardest ol
all." Adkins said of her up
coming role as Hedda Gabler.
"There are underlying feelings
and hidden meanings."
"Hedda Gabler" may be
Adkins' last production as an

Eastern student.
There is another comedy
that she may audition for, but
she is mil sure yet.
"More experience the belter." Adkins said.

"Hedda Gabler" will begin
Sept. 29 and show through
Oct. 2 at Gilford flieaterin the
Campbell Building.
Adkins explained how the
love for what she does is |hc

•Adkins and
crew teamed up
with womens
studies for the
sold out, student
produced play
"The Vagina
Monologues."
only reason she does il. Sinsaid the only reason she is successful is because she loves
theater,
"Regardless of money, do
what you love." Adkins suggested io students ol all ma
jors.
A'.mil Stephanie at
Stepha n ie sell el I "ekii eilli
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2004
Football Preview

SEASON
START-UP
Coach predicts
success from
veteran team
BY TODD PURVIS
I
tseditoi

With preseason practice
Minding down, the 2004 f(H)lball
nels are looking to fe -d ofl
lasl year's success and make
another run at the conference
title in the second season of the
Dannv Hope era.
'ITjis season is going to be
.i lol "i fun," head coach I tanny
Hc>i» said, "We're hoping thai
we can do something special
ihi* year."
Aliliough ihr Colonels starl
ed lasl year's season ofl with
a 11 start, they rallied back
and won six i)l their last seven
games, leaving lliem with a 7
5 overall record l.isi season.
Eastern proved to be a force
in the conference, where fhey
finished in second place with a
conference mark of 6-2.
"We should be able to pick
up where we left off last year.''
Hope said. The learn came
back into practice in pood shape
with a really good attitude."
lllis season, the Colonels
return H> seniors to the squad
and will have a more ex|X'rienced team on the field. Eastern
lost only 11 starters from last
year's team and will return 17
back to the field.
Seven returning starters and
lour other players who received
a significant amount ol playing
time last season will power the
c olonel offense.
Senior quarterback Mall
'mice will be taking the snaps
again this season for the
Colonels. I.ast season, (mice
proved lo bi a major threat on
the Kastern offense when he
sei a new single-season passing
record with 2,266yards.
"Matt (iuice is a proven player.' Hope said.
A preseason injury to freshman quarterback Klay Koester

a —

This season is
tfoing to be a
lot of fun.
We're hoping
that we can do
something
special this year.

— Danny Hope
Head football coach

»

leaves freshman quarterback
Josh Greco as the upright second-string quarterback for the
Colonels.

Megan Hansen/Progrcss

The Colonels held their lirst-ever Fan Day last Saturday and concluded with an intersquad scrimmage. Eastern
will open its regular season on the road at 2 p.m. on Sept. 11 against Appalachian State.

"We've been getting a whole

loi ol reps for Josh Greco; he
has really progressed over the
last lew weeks." Hope said. "He
has really been making a lot of
strides in practice."
The Colonel air attack also
returns a group ol explosive
receivers front last year's squad
thai should disrupt nearly
every second; i v they face.This
season, junioi receiver Andre
Ralston will !< ad the way for
Kastern. Iln s))(,ris Network
named him
the ninth best
receiver in l-AA football. Ralston
finished lasl year's season with
1.082 receiving yards and nine
touchdowns through the air.
Also leading the way for
Colonel's air game will be Allen
I', vans.
Dist season. Kvans reeled in

446 yards with two receiving
touchdowns.
"Evans and Ralston are our
key targets." Ho|>o said. "We've
gol all ol our receivers back
from liisl year, so they should be
able lo lead our learn."
Andre Green will also be a
key receiver lot I astern. Green
picked up !I71 yards and four
touchdowns last ■ ison.
Another playi thai HO|Kexpects to see a r amount of
playing lime is n dshirl freshman light end Patrick Bugg.
"Hugg has developed a lol
in the off-season," HO|H- said.
He's one of our most improved
players."
In addition to the strong
air attack, the Colonels return
another key element to their

offensive scheme in their running game. Senior running back
C.J. Hudson enters the season
needing just (>.'! yards to reach
the milestone of 3,000 careerrushing yards. List season.
Hudson rushed for I><N> yards
and found the end zone six
times for Eastern.
"C.J. has taken his game to
another level." Hope said. "He's
a big time player."
Backing up Hudson at the
running back position will be
freshman Mark Dunn.
"Mark is a very good runner that runs the ball extremely
hard." Hope said.
The Colonel offensive attack
will heavily rely on the push of
the big and experienced offensive line.

"We have a big. talented
offensive line." Ho|X' said. They
are a very promising group of
players."
Although the offense appears
to be a huge factor in Eastern's
success, the hard-nosed Colonel
defense is certainly not shortmanned.
After losing both starting
tackles on the defensive side
of the ball from last year, the
Colonels have etched in two
new starters, being sophomore
Mark Cristiani and senior
Derrick Hill.
"We're young at defensive
tackle, but I like what I see
there," Hope said. "Derrick Hill
and Mark Cristiani, who played
a lot last year, are looking pretty
good this season."

With the middle of the line
lacking a bit of experience on
the Eastern defense, the tight
end position for Eastern is anything but lacking experience
"We've got both of our defensive ends back and those guys
have improved a lot from lasl
year." Hope said.
On the right outside position
of the Colonel defensive line
will be all-OVC senior defensive
end, Chad Dewberry. Last season Dewberry tallied 74 tackles.
12 of which were tackles for a
loss.
On the other side of the
Eastern defensive line will
be senior defensive end Elias
Israel. Israel recorded 38 tackSee PREVIEW, B5

Volleyball team set for first tournament of season
Colonels travel
to Pittsburgh for
weekend tourney
Newcomer Shelly
George practices
her return during practice this
week. Yesterday,
the Colonels took
on the University of Kentucky.
Eastern's first
home match wi
be at 7 p.m on
Sept. 7 against
Marshall.

Brooke
Rasor/
Progress

BY BRANDON RQBEBTS

Sports writer

The Kastern volleyball team
battled in-state foe University
of Kentucky yesterday, but as
of press time the results were
not in.
The COIonels will return
to action tomorrow in Ihe
Duquesne/Robert
Morris
Invitational, when they will take
on Robert Morris and Akron.
After I'riday's match, they will
lake on Duquesne and Georgia
Stale on Saturday.
The Colonels will face Robert
Morris in their first match on
Friday. Kastern defeated Robert
Morris last year by a score of W
(I on Sept. ."> and thai is the only
team they faced last year on
their regular season schedule.
Eastern participated in the
same tournament in the fall of
19W and won the tournament,
winning all matches by a score
of lit).
I he Colonels were 9-7 in
away matches last season
The Colonels went 20-14 last
season, which was their firs!
20-win season in 12 years. The
Colonels finished 10-6 in the
Ohio Valley Conference and
were tied for third place.
"We started four freshmen
last year and did really well."
coach I.ori Duncan said. "We

didn't have a lot of depth on the
bench."
Lesley Aldridge is the only
senior on the Colonels squad.
She and junior co-captain Uz
(iuard were both named preseason all OVC.
"We are more experienced
this year," Duncan said. "We are
starting one senior, one junior
and four sophomores."
Robert Morris is the only
team thai Eastern will face in
the upcoming tournament that
they faced last year.
"We have lots to work
through," Duncan said. "We
want all freshmen to play in this
tournament. It is a good tournament we can win but it will be
tough."
Duncan hopes to not only
emerge victorious but to use
the tournament as a learning
experience.
"I hope to have different kids
on the floor in different situations." Duncan said. The OVC
matters most, and when that
rolls around we want kids on
the floor we are comfortable
with."
Eastern will begin the season with one senior, one junior
and four sophomores starting.
After
the
tournament.
Kastern will return to action in
their home opener on Tuesday
against the Thundering Herd
of Marshall University followed by home matches versus East Tennessee State and
Kvansville.
Reach Brandon at
brandon_roberts@eku.edu

2004 home
volleyball
schedule
Marshall
7 p.m. Sept. 7
East Tennessee State
7 p.m. Sept 10
Llpscomb
Noon Sept. 11
Evansville
5 p.m. Sept 11
Jacksonville State
7 p.m. Oct. 8

Samford
2 p.m. Oct. 9
Murray State
7 p.m. Oct. 15
Tennessee-Martin
2 p.m. Oct. 16
Morehead State
7 p.m. Oct. 20
Southeast Missouri.
7 p.m. Nov. 5

Eastern Mine*
2 p.m. Nov. 6
Austin Peay
4 p.m. Nov. 13
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Cross country teams
ready for first meet
BY ARTHUR LEWIS

tant sports editor

With a new season at hand.
the Eastern cross country learn
awaits its opener l-'riday.
The
double-dual
meet
will be in Versailles against
the University of Kentucky.
Marshall and the University of
Louisville attending as well.
The meet will be held at
the Woodford Co. Park. The
women's meet begins at 5:00
p.m.. The men's will run at 5:30
p.m..
Most of the team has practiced individually over the
summer. Coach Rick Krdmann
hopes lo use this meet to determine what direction the team
needs to move in.
"This meet will show how
well they have all trained."
Krdmann said.
According to Krdmann, it
will lake a total team effort.
This meet depends on the
ability "I all five runners lo stay
together." Krdmann said. "The
five combined lowest scons
win in cross country."
Eastern's men and women
cross country teams will consist of seven to 10 athletes.
The women's team is the
defending OVC champion, and
the men's came in second in the
OVC last season.
. With seniors such as the
defending conference champion Wendee Kmbry and Kellie
McClung, the women have the
strong leadership needed to
defend the OVC title.
Hie men are led by junior
James Machungo, who is the
third of his brothers to run for

Eastern.

Nathan Gray/Progress
Senior cross country team member Wendee Embry prepares tor
this weekend's season opener in Lexington. The Colonels will host
their only tall meet on Oct 15 in the EKU Invitational.

Sieve Maina is the only other
junior on the men's team. The
men's ' learn are young and
lull ol potential, according lo
Krdmann. However, this season
will lesi their fortitude.
"We've gol a couple guys OUl
with injuries and some ineligible." said Krdinann. "Bui I'm
not going t<> make any excuses."
Through all the adversity,
optimism and the will to win
still remain.
"My goal is lo win llie ()\\ ."
said James Machungo. "I plan

to just gel oul there and run.''
in preparation for [he meet,
the team plans lo exercise in
the pool. Most will also run five

miles in the morning.
"During the week I try to
run 40-50 miles a week." Maina
said. "We don't have time to
relax."
Holh teams will return to
action Sept. 11 when they will
compete in the Memphis State
Invitational in Memphis. Tenn.
The teams will then travel to
instate rival Western Kentucky
to compete in the Western
Kenlucky Invitational on Sept.
1H.
The teams will compete in
their lone home meet of the fall
on Oct. If) for the EKU open.
Reach Arthur at
arthur lewis.'iOJieku.edu

Intramural sports great
for student involvement
BY BRANDON ROBERT

Sports writer

Intramural sports are very
popular among the student body
here al Eastern. This semester,
inlramurals are free lo play,
which will undoubtedly make
the popularity of intramural
sports increase dramatically.
The intramural programs
are overseen by the depart
men) of campus recreation and
offer a wide array of sports pro
grams for all Eastern students
Some ol these s|x>rts include
contests, leagues and tournaments thai allow students to
compete on a team as well as an
individual basis.
The regulations for intramural sports, according to their
Web site, are as follows: Each
team captain or intramural representative is responsible lor

forming their own men's, women's or co-rcc learn, hull \ Ion us
will be available online or in Ihe
new Illness and wellne—. center
All leagues and events will fake
place Monday-Thursday. Attend
the team captain's meeting to
j;et your team's schedule
Josh Thomas has participated in intramural football.
basketball and Softball for the
past lew years Thomas, 21. is
a psychology major who feels
there an' a lol of positives to
intramural spoils.
"Ii gives us something to do
besides study." Thomas said.
"It helps releiv.e stress through
competition.
A free agenl lisi is located
in Ihe fitness and wellness center, which allows teams lo pick
names and form a team for the
major sports, which are Hag
football, soccer, volleyball, has
ketball and Softball.
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PREVIEW: Colonels seek OVC title
Prom Page HI

Wngln was fourth on the team

with 85 tackles.

les and four sacks last season.
Freshman Vicior Nichols will
The Colonel linebacker be the team's I lee s,llel\ Nil hols
core is one <if the most experi- i(corded 15 tackles last season.
enced positions for the Eastern
The kicking core is another unit
defense.
in which the Colonels return
"We've gol all ol our line ■ evi rj one from last season
backers back and they've had
Sophomore Steven Swann
a whole year to get better, and will be the placekicker and
they're seasoned players." Hope senior I'hil Kuhl will once again
said. "Our linebackers are guys lake care of the kicking duties
that were all starters las) year,
"Our kickers and punters
and are veteran players and they are playing extremely well right
have proved thai we can win now." Iln|n said
with them in the past"
lliis Veaf Ihe Colonels will
Leading dominant lineback- play another challenging M lied
er crew will be senior middle nle. much like last season. The
linebacker Justen Rivers Rivers season opener will lake place on
is on [Nice to be a three time the mail al Appalachian state on
All-OVC performer this season. Sept 11, then Eastern will return
List year Rivers racked up 99 home for their home opener mi
tackles. 11 tackles lor a loss, Sept. 1M. when they will liosl
three sacks and one fuihble Western Kentucky University in
recovery
the'Battle of the Bluegrass.'
Joining Rivers will be relumAnother big non-confering starters Jerome Jones who ence contest for the Colonels
will be playing weak side line
this season will take place on
backer and Will Stilley who will Oct. 2!i when they will motor to
be playing strong side lineback- Nashville. Tenn. to lake on the
er, both are juniors.
VanderbJll Commodores.
I.asl season Jones finished
"We have a good football
just behind Rivers with B0 tack- team and a greal schedule thai
les, while Stilley tallied (xi on the will be gnal fur our fans." Hope
year. One of the most improved Sflid. "Our schedule is ranked in
units from last season is the the top 5 in l-AA football."
Colonel secondary.
Hope is looking forward to a
"We've improved a lot on great season and believes thai
defense, our secondary has the lans will play a huge roll in
improved a lot from lasi season." the teams success.
Hope said. "We've got a really
The community is rallying
good nucleus on defense."
behind our football team, and
This
season
junior's thai is what I like to see." Hope
Tremayne Perkins and James said. "The fans are going to be
Cains will be starting at the cor- huge lor us this year."

2004 football
schedule
Appalachian State
2 p.m. Sept 11

Western Kentucky
6:30 p.m. Sept. 18
Jacksonville St.
6:30 p.m. Sept. 25
Samlord
7 p.m. Oct 2
Eastern Illinois
6:30 p.m. Oct. 9
Southeast Missouri
7 p.m. Oct 16
Vance rbilt
2 p.m. Oct 23

Murray State
3 p.m. Oct. 30
Tennessee Martin

1 p.m. Nov. 6
Tennesse State
1:30 p.m. Nov. 13
Tennessee Tech
2 p.m. Nov. 20

All home games in bold

nerback position.

Occupying the strong safety
position will be senior leader,
Pierre Wright. Last season

Reach Toddal
todd pun isl'i'iku cdii

Eastern adds new coach
Men's basketball team promotes
Altman; Wellman joins staff
BX-IQDQ PURVIS
Sports editor

After men's basketball
coach Travis lord received his
Individuals without a team recent contract extension, the
may sign up to participate in a Colonels' coaching slaff has
league. Captains of teams who filled two more vacant jobs on
need players can select players the staff.
from this list to make up their
Following the departure of
Irani, or the intramural office former assistant coach Pagan
will create teams from players Nelson, the Colonels were left
on Ihe list if there is enough. with a burden to fill, but the
A name being on the list does decision wasn't a difficult one.
not guarantee placemen) on a according to lord.
After spending last season as
learn.
The first |wo sports to get Ford's student assistant, James
underway this semester will be Altman was promoted to the
flag football and a tour-man golf vacant seal on staff.
scramble. The football season
"The big thing about James
will begin Sept. 13, and the golf is thai no one works harder
scramble will take place Sept. than he does." Ford said. "I feel
15.
very fortunate lo have him as a
Faculty and staff that are part of our staff."
interested can sign up in the
Altman is a 24-year-old
Illness and Wellness Center, or native of Rockville Centre. N.Y.
call 622-1244 for more informa- After graduating high school.
tion.
Altman went on to play basketball at Division III llarlwick
Reach Brandon at
College in Oneonla. N.Y. from
hriiiidnii rohcrtsvteku.edu
1998-2002.

While playing at llarlwick
College. Altman was co-captain
his senior year, two -lime all conference, third all-time in career
three-pointers and eighth alltime in assists
After graduating college.
Aliman went on to be an assis
lanl coach at Santa Fe junior college iii Cainsville. I'la., for one
season then came lo Eastern to
he ihe student-assistant.
With one year ol Eastern
basketball under his bell. Ford
decided to move Altman up to

assistanl coach.
"James is somebody that I
have always considered for Ihe
job, and when il came down to
it he was somebody who fit the
need thai we had." Ford said.
"He understands our system
and our program, and he has a
lol ol very valuable connections
when it comes to recruiting."
Altman is very appreciative
ol the promotion and is looking
forward to the challenge.
"I'm very thankful lo coach
Ford for believing that I can
handle all of Ihe responsibili-

ties." Altman said. "I'm over
excited. ,
When Altman was promoted
to assistant coach, the position
for student assistant became
open, and former Union College
N.Y. assistanl Dale Wellman
came in and look on the role.
"Dale is somebody who wants
to be a coach and move up the
latter and this is a great opportunity for him." Ford said. "Dale
is taking some masters classes
hen- at Eastern Kentucky, so he
and I are just now talking aboul
his role will be."
Wellman graduated from the
University of the South with a
bachelor's degree in History,
where he played basketball all
lour years and baseball for three
seasons, sitting out his sopho
more year because of shoulder

surgery.
He then went on to work
on his master's degree at the
University of Georgia and is
now taking classes at Eastern.
'"lliis will be a greal opportunity for Dale to see all of the
ends and outs of how a program
works," Ford said.
Reach Todd at
todd purvts 1 o, ku.edu
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Cindy Held, editor
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Madden 2005 hits with new defense

What the
Held?!
With
Cindy Held
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An evening with
Randy-Travis
I love Bandy Travi&.
It's not ri'iilly Randy Travis himself I
love so much since hes a bit Ux> old for
me Randy Travis"* voice is what wins
my affection.
Needless to say, I was extremely-excited to luar Randy would hold a free
concert at the State Pair.
My love for Randy is a very odd thing.
too, since I'm not a huge country fan. but
that's how it goes. A friend and I drove
to Louisville on Saturday and walked
through the sweltering heat, heckling
carnks and slinky cows to hear him.
It is one thing to hear Randy on a CD
but a whole different picture when you
hear him in person.
His voice — as Mike Meyers would
say on his Saturday Night Ijve skit "l_ol
fi i I ilk" — is like butta. I don't know if
he has this effect on other women, but
I swear if he sang a proposal to me. I
would marry him.
My point is; in all my rambling, how
does a voice have this heart-fluttering.
grin-inducing effect?
It's not just with Randy either. Women throughout history have been swooning to the melodies of famous artists.
Just look at Elvis, the Beades and Garth
Brooks.
Is it some kind of mechanism in the
woman's brain that reacts with adoration
to a pretty voice? 1 mean. I've never heard
of guys fainting at a Whitney Houston
Ci mcert and she's got a great voice.
Maybe it's just me. but when Randy
sings, he purrs, and all you who share
my affection for him — you know what
I'm talking about.
Reach Cindy at
cynthiajieidtfleku.edu

A
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The "Madden NF1." videogames
have been the predominant football
series since 198&. The 2004 edition
focused on reinventing the offensive
side of the ball. While tans loved the
high scoring games, it was apparent
there was no balance, so developer
KA promised to bring the defense up
to par in the 2005 edition.
The defense has been totally
overhauled by incorporating a new
Al that makes scoring a touchdown
much more difficult. Defensive play
controls allow you to set routes for
entire units, such as the linebacker
corps or individual players. The combinations are endless,
The newest feature is the hit stick.
By pressing the right analog stick
in the direction of a player you can
lay down a devastating hit. that can

result in a fumble,
The faces are generic
dropped ball or injuand unrecognizable.
ry. This feature can
I his is offset by the
change the course of
beautiful rendering
a game, It takes time
of stadiums and play
to perfect though and
ers' bodies Shoulder
comes with a price
pads are now defined
The
Studio
because if you miss
instead of looking
Reviews
the ball carrier he can
like an extension of
burn you for major
the body,
yardage or a touchAudio continues
down.
to be excellent on all
I'he defensive improvements levels. Play calls on the line are loud
have come at offensive losses. The and emotive. The sounds of gamedefense's Al is so improved that play give the feel of an actual game
establishing a realistic running game taking place as each tackle' lands with
is frustratingly difficult. The offen- a bone-crunching thud. One negative
sive line's Al for blocking is weak. could be the game announcing. Even
Teams with a very poor defense are with John Madden on board, it never
still able to shut down the best run- felt as professional as it could have
ning backs in the game.
been,
Graphically. "Madden" looks as
The deep franchise mode has
sharp and crisp as it ever has but still returned and brings with it radio host
lacks in definitive player modules. Tony Bruno, who discusses news.

players, coaches and other details
from around the league You also
have the option to check out local
and national papers to see stories
about your team and its progress.
Even with the few minor problems. -Madden Nil 2005" oilers
a lot to football gainers, including
online play on some- consoles, and
is offered on a large number of systems, h can be picked up for the PC.
(iameCube, Xbox, PS2, as well as the
I'Sl and the dameboy Advance for
around $50.
I give "Madden NFL 2005" five out
ot five palettes.

Reach Chuck at
charles wilkersonl@ehu.edu

Giles Gallery features Sandoval
BY CINDV HELD

The Studio editor

[he Arturo Alonzo Sandoval ;irt exhibit opened List Monday night at the Giles
GaBery on campus with a reception and a
speech delivered by the artist
"It is the Idea that drives art for me."
Sandoval said as he started.
One series in the exhibition was called
tin Millennium Series, featuring works
with planetary images and spiral themes.
According to Sandoval. many ideas
inspired this series, including the Urantia
Book, a current historical planetary document lliat says the Earth is still evolving
and will be inhabited by perfect beings.
He also slid die series began "as a
spiritual kind of growthing" for him.
The Millennium Series also features
Sandoval's weaving he began to incorporate to create volume out of fabric in his
art.
Hi added he uses what materials are
available to him sometimes including recy-

cled products, be it students' old canvases
or a large donation of Mylar once made to
his art department in college.
"I see art in every material. I always
Bee it as a possibility that it can be put into
something," Sandoval said.
Many of his pieces in die Millennium
Series were started widi discarded student art.
' When students throw away their art,
1 use those canvases as fabric." Sandoval
said "I would cut out my form and then
I would add to them embroidery, surface
netting or stitching, Mylar or collage."
The largest work of the Millennium
Series is titled "Millennium Evolution"
and incorporates 200 round colorful canvases. According to Sandoval. the piece
'"represents in essence the birthing of our
mother l^arth from a warm, molten state
to an ice age state to then a Garden of
Eden state to the industrial and a current
oiklependant state and hopefully to the
purple, holistic and spiritual-growth state."
Other series of Sandoval's art show-

Bob Flynn/Progress
Arturo Sandoval stands beside his portrait exhibit at the Giles Gallery Monday night

cased at the gallery are a series of terrorism-inspired paintings with powerful
messages and images and a ixirtniit series
of the artist.
The Arturo Sandoval exhibit lasts
through Sept. 21 ai the Giks Gallery in

the Campbell Building and is free and
open to the public, for gallery hours, call
6224(135, or visit www.art.eku.edu.
Reach C 'indy al
cynthui held'!iku.edu

C LASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT
For Rent: 3 Bedroom
Duplex with garage.
1 - 2 Bedroom Apartments. Call Kelly Hoke
at 859-621-4669.
3 Bedroom House for
Rent. Students Okay.
Pets Okay. Fenced
yard,carport, basement. 859-314-1149.
Please leave message.
I.ancaster Ave. Apartments. 1 Block from
EKU. Student Leases
available. Spacious 2,
3, & 4 Bedroom Townhouses, up to 3 baths,
VV/D hook-up with covered decks. All Utilities
Paid. 625-5757

<5

HELP
WANTED

Hall's on the River: We
are now accepting applications for Server's
and Cook's (full or parttime). Apply in person
Monday thru Friday
between the hours of
1:00-5:00 PM. Phone
527-6620 or 255-8105.

Nanny wanted for two
school age children.
Flexible schedule
necessary. Dependable
transportation needed.
Please call 859-80(10921.

For Sale: Male
Marshell Ferret. 10
months old. $100.00.
369-5145.

50% OFF September 9th Issue
r

NEED MONEY?
Students! Get free
grants for much
Help Wanted: Now
more than just colAccepting Applications lege tuition! For
for all positions. Papale- details, email us at
no's. 1105 Kim Kent Dr. grant4@getresponse.
Across from Southern
com.
Hills Plaza.
1998 Toyota Corolla LE
Baby-sitter needed.
4-D Sedan. 76k. $5,500
Three school age kids. firm. 624-2988.
For school pick up and
some evenings and
TRAVEL/MISC.
weekends. References
required. 625-2720 or
SIX DAYS. NO NIGHTS.
624-5213.
(you can sleep when you die)
Weekend house painter
for historic home
wanted. 606-365-9395
Spring Break 2005
with STS, America's
# 1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call
for group discounts.
Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel.com

RUN DATE OF AD: September 9. 2004

01
11
21
31
41
51
61

•
-

10 words
20 words
30 words
40 words
50 words
60 words
70 words

^$AW $2.00
^SftfKT $4.00
-$4#«r $6.00

Siwxr $8.oo
SMkwr $io.oo
J&HXT $12.00
&HKKT $14.00

USE THE CLASSIFIEDS!

• Help Wanted
• Apartments & Realty
• Automobiles & Bikes
• Garage & Yard Sales
• Service* Available
• Wanted to buy (Hooks.
Appliances, Furniture.
Sporting Goods, .I.- i
• I'llS

• I hinftii tn sell
• Personal Note*
& Announcements
((treat for Greek Organizations,
11 nici.it ii lain HIS on Graduations,
KngaRemenls, New Jobs
8 Pfo nuns, etc.)

AD COPY (please PRINT clearly):

J10)

(20)

\0

iVO

.(30)

w ^anrna^/

'dp uskithis.com
V88U-SKITHIS

i
PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR PROGRESS tISE ONLY

Readings $10
Tarot & Numerology
Spiritual & Life Path
Services. Call Skye 8934250.

AD PLACED BY
ADDRESS
PHONE
TOTAL COST $

Now accepting applications for all positions.
Apply in person.
Madison Gardens,
downtown.
Church Musician
wanted. Sundays li:00
AM to 12:00 Noon. Call
859-626-0099.

FOR SALE

PAYMENT METHOD

J

* Classified Ads must be prepaid. Cash, checks. Visa & Mastercard accepted. Deadline

For Sale: Sofa-$50. filing cabinets-$5 each,
chairs, two computer
desks $15 & $20. Call
623-5088.

for submittal is 12:00 PM on Mondays. Mail or fax this complete form to the address
or number below. You may also place a classified ad over the phone.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
117 Donovan Annex Richmond. KY 40475
Phone: 859.622.1881
Fax: 8S9.622.23S4
Email: proRress@eku.edu
l_

J

